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ABSTRACT

Regression testing is an expensive testing procedure utilized to validate modified software. Tester struggles to selectively run the relevant tests for pre-testing defects in software. Standard set of tests identified based on features may not include all the impacted tests for pretesting a fix made at different layers. Also, it is inefficient to execute all the tests for a small change in code. Thus to reduce the cost of testing and to improve the effectiveness, there is a need of identifying, selecting and executing impacted tests based on changes in the code. Existing test selection techniques select non modification revealing and redundant tests. Our system identifies changes made in the code and then selects modification revealing tests using proposed ‘Hybrid’ technique. ‘Hybrid’ technique selects optimal and relevant number of tests that would provide maximum test coverage with minimal number of tests. Proposed technique uses a combination of ‘By Line’ and ‘By Function’ to increase precision. Redundant tests are further reduced with clustering. The idea is to create a database to map the functional tests and C++ code files by collecting coverage data and then grouping tests based on multiple techniques. Finally, integrating this utility into existing testing process for selecting tests based on changes in the code.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Software systems continuously evolve during development and maintenance. Software is changed for a variety of reasons, such as fixing defects, adding new functionality, or improving its performance. While this evolution of software systems, it is important to check new functionality as well as old functionality is still working correctly. The modified version of the software should behave as intended, and that modifications should not adversely impact its quality. This is tested by regression testing. General approach of regression testing is to test all the test cases. Thus regression testing is expensive. It takes up to 80 percent of testing budget and 50 percent of maintenance cost. Regression testing may waste resources such as tester’s time and computation resources. Till date various prioritization methods are proposed. Prioritization helps in early detection of defect but it does not reduce cost of regression testing. Regression test selection is a well-known problem in software testing. Regression test selection techniques select smaller subset of large regression test suite for testing. ‘Retest all’ approach is not suitable for large test suites as resource requirement is very high. Also it is inefficient to execute all tests for small change in code. Thus it is necessary to trim the test suite.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

Researchers have studied various methods for improving cost effectiveness regression testing by applying various test selection and prioritization methods. Survey of such methods is given by Rothermel [5]. Researchers have given different names to different techniques, but the core logic is similar. These techniques can be broadly classified as follows.

2.1 By Line

This is very basic test case selection method based on code coverage [14]. In this approach test cases which traverses through modified source lines, are selected. In practical, considering only modified lines may not give impacted test as change in one line may affect others. To solve this, lines are normalized by considering code block of five lines (above two lines and below two lines) and test cases which pass through this block are selected. Tests selected by this approach are large in number.

2.2 Max Min

This is a statistical approach to solve regression test selection problem. In this approach minimum number of tests are selected such that their combined coverage is maximum. This technique ensures that most of the code is tested. Tests selected by this method are less than that of By Line. Similar technique is used in various prioritization algorithms. Survey of such techniques is given by Rothermel [5].

2.3 Intersect

This is hybrid approach of solving regression test selection problem. This method is combination of By Line and Max Min. Tests which traverse through modified part and provides high coverage are selected. Kandil [1] proposed similar approach which is combination of test case selection and prioritization. As tests are selected by combining above two methods, tests selected are less in number.

2.4 Clustering

In addition to above techniques clustering technique can be used in test case prioritization [3] [4]. In clustering technique, test cases are clustered based on certain properties such as code coverage, previous fault history etc. Clustering group similar test cases in one group and dissimilar test cases in different groups. Different techniques ensure that dissimilar tests are selected so as to provide high fault detection capability.

‘By Line’ technique works on approximation, which is not very reliable in case of coding. By selecting function level granularity, test cases traversing through function which contains modified code can be obtained. By using function level granularity, more number of tests than are selected. Combination of ‘By Line’ and ‘By Function’ will select modification revealing test cases. Combined approach will
select large number of redundant tests which can be removed by clustering them on the basis code coverage.

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Figure 1 describes ‘Coverage DB’. System provides a utility to tester for selecting regression test suite. System can be divided into two parts. First is building coverage database and second is integrating it with existing defect system.

3.1 Build Coverage DB

System executes test suite on application under test and generates coverage data using open source code coverage tool. ‘Open Cpp Coverage’ is used as code coverage tool. ‘Open Cpp Coverage’ is a free and open source code coverage tool for Cpp applications. Code coverage data is generated in xml format. Code coverage data is then loaded into the database. Also data is merged to produce a single report in HTML format. This report can be used by functional testers to add more tests to test suite.

3.2 Integration with Defect Runs

Second part is integration with defect system. Jenkins build number is taken as input from tester along with the method of test selection. There are four methods provided namely ‘By Line’, ‘Max Min’, ‘Intersect’ and proposed method which is named as ‘Hybrid’. To get modified file and line information, developer’s branch is compared with master branch using version control system. Diffs obtained are then parsed to extract modified file name and line number. Finally tests are selected according to the selected method.

3.3 Proposed Test Selection Method

Figure 2 describes proposed test case selection technique. It combines ‘By Line’ and ‘By Function’ method to select modification revealing tests. For modified line which is at function edge, ’By Line’ approach may select lines outside the function and thus ineffective tests. Combination of techniques will discard such ineffective tests.

Fig 2: Proposed Test Selection Method

Algorithm:
1. Execute test suite on the code under test.
2. Generate code coverage report at line level and function level granularity.
4. Trim test suite obtained in step 3 by selecting matched test with ‘By Function’ method.
5. Apply clustering technique on trimmed test suite to remove redundant tests.
6. Apply ‘Max Min’ on each cluster to get final reduced test suite.

Clustering is done on the basis of code coverage. Execution trace of each test case is represented by a binary string. Each bit corresponds to a statement in the source code. If the statement is executed by the test case, the digit is 1; otherwise it is 0. The similarity between two test cases is measured by the distance between two binary strings using Hamming distance. Output of clustering is groups of similar test cases. These similar test cases can be same test case with different arguments for checking boundary conditions or different test cases checking same code. Such redundant test cases are removed by clustering. Last step selects test case from each cluster which has maximum coverage.

4. RESULTS

Graph shows comparison of proposed test selection method with existing methods. Inclusiveness and precision are comparison parameters given by Rothermel [13]. Selected test percentage is percentage of test suite selected for testing. Redundant test percentage is determined by expert by manually analyzing test suite.
To calculate performance evaluation parameters, test selection methods are applied on multiple known defects. Average values of comparison parameters are plotted on the graph. Graph shows that 100\% precision is achieved in proposed test selection technique and up to 10\% less redundant tests are selected. Inclusiveness of Hybrid technique is less as it omits redundant tests.
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**Fig 3: Results**

5. CONCLUSION

Proposed system is useful for testers to select regression test cases from large test suite. It is also useful for developers for quick testing changes in their code. This reduces testing time and results in fast deployment of project. Existing test selection techniques have less precision and more redundancy in selected tests. Proposed Hybrid test selection technique clusters test cases on the basis of code coverage to reduce redundancy. Combining ‘By Line’ and ‘By Function’ restricts selection of tests that are not modification revealing which results in increase in precision. This technique is combination of test case selection and prioritization offering advantages of both. ‘Hybrid’ test selection technique increases precision by 10 percent and selects up to 10 percent less redundant tests than ‘Intersect’ technique. The research work provides solution for regression test selection problem which has high precision and less redundancy than existing solutions.
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